Entering the U.S. by boat:

1. The boat master must call the local CBP marine reporting number the specific area. The boat master must do the following:
   - Provide advance notice of at least 30 minutes or up to 4 hours of ETA.
   - Provide the name and location of landing site of arrival.
   - The name and / or registration number of the boat.
   - The full name, date of birth, citizenship and permanent residence of all Nexus members on board.
   - Destination, purpose of trip, and length of stay of in the U.S. each passenger on board.
   - Passport and visa details of each passenger when applicable.
   - Ensure that all passengers have photo ID and proof of citizenship, permanent residence status and any other immigration documents applicable.
   - Declare all goods being imported, including currency, using marine reporting procedures and orally declaring to a border officer at the local CBP office.

2. If the boat has non-Nexus members aboard, the boat must land at a physical report site and the boat master must call the U.S. CBP reporting telephone number.
Entering Canada by boat:

1. The boat master (the person in charge of the boat) must first ensure that all passengers on board have a Nexus Card.
2. The boat master must call the Nexus Telephone Reporting Centre (TRC) at 1-866-99-3987 at least 30 minutes or up to 4 hours before arriving at the maritime port of entry. The boat master must provide:
   3. ETA or estimated time of arrival and name and location of the landing site, which must be a designated site.
   4. The registered number and / or name of the boat.
   5. Full name, date of birth, citizenship and / or permanent residence of all Nexus members on board.
   6. Destination, purpose of trip, and length of stay in Canada for each passenger on board.
   7. Passport and visa details of each passenger, if required.
   8. Ensure that all passengers have photo ID and proof of citizenship, and other immigration documents if necessary.
   9. Declare all goods being brought in, including currency, by phoning the Telephone Reporting Centre. If goods exceed personal exemptions, a border official at the TRC will inform the boat master of what procedures to follow.
10. The boat master is also responsible for the removal of any inadmissible passengers and all associated fees and medical costs.
11. If you there are any non-Nexus members on board, the boat must land at a marine telephone reporting site, and then call the Telephone Reporting Centre at 1-888-226-7277. Only the boat master may leave the boat until all aboard have been cleared by customs.